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SHIPPING SEPTEMBER 2013 Finland - contributed by Hammarström Puhakka Partners, Attorneys Ltd Commercial seal equivalent to official seal in unperformed cargo safety checks
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Matti In a recent case a driver was accused of neglecting to control the cargo Komonen security of a trailer that he had checked, but that had been sealed with the transport company's seal. The dispute concerned whether the commercial seal overruled the duty to carry out a cargo safety check. The district court found that as a 'seal' is not defined in the Road Traffic Act or its preparatory work, the definition also covers commercial seals.



Authors: Matti Komonen, Herman Ljungberg Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JZ6XAF Netherlands - contributed by AKD Declarations of enforceability and vessel arrest
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The Arrest Convention allows a pre-judgment arrest of a vessel flying the flag Lotte Schat of a convention state to obtain security only for 'maritime claims'. However, a recent ruling has confirmed that in the Dutch courts protective measures against a vessel can be taken for non-maritime claims immediately after a foreign judgment has been declared enforceable in the Netherlands pursuant to the Brussels I Regulation.



Author: Lotte Schat Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JZ6XB8 Foreign Arbitration Agreements in Australian Voyage Charterparties Nathan Cecil of Sydney based Norton White has sent in news of a recent appeal in the case of Dampskibsselskabet Nordon A/S v Gladstone Civil Pty Ltd [2013] FCAFC 107:In June 2012, a single Judge of the Federal Court of Australia held that foreign arbitration agreements in voyage charterparties for the carriage of goods from Australia were void and unenforceable. On 18 September 2013, a three panel bench of the Full Court overturned that decision. The result is that Australian courts will recognise and enforce foreign arbitration agreements in voyage charterparties, indeed, in all forms of charterparty. The 2012 Decision
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In summary, it concerned a voyage charterparty for the carriage of coal from Hay Point, Queensland, to Ningbo and Jiangyin, China. A dispute arose under the charterparty in relation to demurrage. The charterparty contained an English law and London arbitration clause. The foreign disponent owners commenced London arbitration and obtained an award for US$824,663.18. The disponent owner sought to register and enforce the arbitration award against the Australian charterer in Australia. The Australian charterer successfully challenged the recognition and enforcement of the award.
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The Australian charterer referred to section 11 of the Australian Carriage of Goods by Sea Act (“Australian COGSA”), which provides that any clause which purports to limit or oust the jurisdiction of an Australian court over a “sea carriage document relating to the carriage of goods from any place in Australia to any place outside Australia” is void and of no effect. The voyage charterparty related to a carriage of goods from Australia to a place outside Australia. The question for determination was whether the voyage charterparty was a ‘sea carriage document’ and therefore caught by the prohibition on foreign arbitration. A ‘sea carriage document’ is defined to include a document “that either contains or evidences a contract of carriage of goods by sea”. The trial judge held that a voyage charterparty, as distinct from a time or demise charterparty, provided for the carriage of specific goods on a specific voyage and therefore satisfied this definition. This was despite the fact that the Australian COGSA also provided that it does “not apply to the carriage of goods by sea under a charterparty unless a sea carriage document is issued for the carriage” and the general distinction drawn between contracts for the carriage of goods (i.e. bill of lading type arrangements) and charterparties. The Appeal The Full Court overturned the trial decision, noting that: “The purpose of s 11 of COGSA is to protect, as part of a regime of marine cargo liability within the object of s 3, the interests of Australian shippers and consignees from being forced contractually to litigate or arbitrate outside Australia [under a contract of carriage of goods by sea]. That purpose does not extend to protection of charterers or shipowners from the consequences of enforcement of their freely negotiated charterparties subjecting them to the well recognised and usual mechanism of international arbitration in their chosen venue.” Implications Foreign arbitration agreements contained in charterparties, in whatever form, are enforceable under Australian law. Indeed, recent decisions of our highest courts, including this decision, demonstrate an increasing level of support for international arbitration. The brief period of uncertainty in 2012 is now resolved and the general distinction between charterparties and contracts of carriage of goods (i.e. bill of lading type arrangements) is now reaffirmed. However, Australian law still prohibits and will not recognise foreign arbitration agreements in bills of lading for the carriage of goods from or to Australia. [email protected]



ICS Conference on 11th September 2013 It being the highest tide in the London shipping conference season for many a year, we took
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ourselves to the Conference Centre at the British Library near St Pancras Station to listen to the current issues concerning the ICS and its member organisations. The papers are available under the link below. The one by Martin Stopford was quite the best. http://www.ics-shipping.org/conferencespeeches2013



Magic Pipe Case ends in Acquittal Word reaches us of the the not guilty verdict in the Antonis G. Pappadakis "Magic Pipe" Pollution Trial:Norfolk, Virginia (16th September 2013) - A federal jury in the Eastern District of Virginia has acquitted both Angelex Ltd. and Kassian Maritime Navigation Agency, Ltd., Owner and the ISM Manager of the Antonis G. Pappadakis, of sixteen felony charges alleging that they, through their agents and employees, engaged in illegal discharging of bilge water in violation of the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships ("APPS") and then attempted to hide the illegal discharges from the U.S. Coast Guard. United States v. Kassian Maritime Navigation Agency, Ltd., et al., Criminal No. 2:13-cr-70 (E.D. Va. 2013). Both Angelex and Kassian were represented by magic pipe specialist, George M. Chalos and Briton Sparkman of Chalos & Co, P.C. – International Law Firm and Patrick Brogan of Davey & Brogan, P.C., of Norfolk Virginia. 5



The jury's verdict came after two days of deliberations following a nine day trial before District Judge Mark Davis. In finding Angelex and Kassian not guilty, the jury rejected claims by the Department of Justice that the alleged illegal conduct was performed by the Vessel's crewmembers in the course and scope of their employment, and with the intent to benefit Angelex and Kassian. Notably, all of the witnesses in the case confirmed that any illegal conduct occurring on board the Vessel was hidden from Angelex, Kassian, and even the Master of the Vessel, and was done without any intent to benefit either company. The defense further established that such conduct was in violation of the Vessel's "zero tolerance" pollution prevention policies and procedures, which strictly prohibited crewmembers from taking any "shortcuts" to bypass the Vessel's pollution prevention equipment. http://www.chaloslaw.com/not-guilty-magic-pipe-polluition-trial.html



ICHCA Seminar on Packing Rachel White has sent in news of an unusual seminar for the cargo handling classes:ICHCA International, the NGO association for the global cargo handling industry, will be hosting a practical seminar, "Understanding the new IMO/ILO/UNECE Code of Practice for Packing of Cargo Transport Units (CTUs)", in London on 22nd October. Held aboard HQS Wellington on the River Thames, the one-day event will focus on the new Code's terms, their potential impact, and how they will be enforced globally. Developed jointly by the International Maritime Organization, International Labour Organization and United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, the new Code of Practice will be far more comprehensive than the original 1997 packing guidelines from the three influential organisations. Applicable to all types of cargo moving in containers, trailers, swap bodies and railcars, the Code will provide parties along the supply chain with information
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about their responsibilities, including details of how to pack and secure packages and cargo items. It also places a responsibility on the shipper to declare correctly the composition of the cargo, as well as the gross mass of the packed CTU. The seminar will include talks by an expert panel of speakers and professionals from across the cargo chain, including: Bill Brassington, owner of ETS Consulting and consultant for editing the new Code; Chris Welsh, General Secretary of the Global Shippers Forum; Don Armour, Policy Advisor at the Freight Transport Agency; and Keith Bradley, Hazardous Cargoes Advisor at the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. Brainstorming workgroups will also address key questions around disseminating the Code and training and educating packers. For the full programme and list of participating speakers, plus online booking, go to: http:// www.etouches.com/ichca-ctu-packing



IUMI Conference in London
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The International Union of Marine Insurance has been looking to up its game for some years now and certainly the evidence at this years packed event in London showed many signs of good advanced planning, subject selection and fluent presentation. The last time the organisation met in London thirteen years ago we recall a more Corinthian ethos. The organisers have made the presentations available in swift time. We were very impressed with the papers given by Karl Lumbers of the UK Club who demonstrated the extreme greeness of senior officers these days and Hugh Shaw, Secretary of State's Rep. (SOSREP)for Maritime Salvage and Intervention who gave a good idea of what an official in his position has to do and think each week of the year. The papers can be accessed here:http://www.iumi.com/conferences/london-2013



People and Places Arch Europe will lose a second major player to Lloyd's managing agent Advent with the departure of vice president and head of marine James Bavin according to the Insurance Insider.Bavin, who also underwrites Arch's art and specie account, will become head of marine following his arrival at Advent in spring next year.In his new role it is believed he will report to his former Arch colleague William Beveridge. 8



---------Bibby Ship Management Group Ltd appointed Mark Robertshaw as its new Commercial Director. ---------Dr Anne-Marie Warris, head of the sustainability analysis company ecoreflect has been given the WISTA UK Personality of the Year award.
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Brazil - contributed by Kincaid | Mendes Vianna Advogados Secretariat publishes ordinance on port facility authorisations
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The Special Secretariat of Ports recently published a new ordinance which Godofredo sets forth that the minister of state and the head of the secretariat may waive Mendes the issuance of new authorisation in certain cases. These include an alteration Vianna in the type of cargo handled or an expansion of the port facility area located outside the organised port that does not exceed 25% of the original area, provided that a locational feasibility exists.



Author: Godofredo Mendes Vianna Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JXXLXZ China - contributed by Shanghai Kai-Rong Law Firm Contaminated sulphur shipment leads to caustic dispute
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A Beijing company engaged a Maltese carrier to import 10,000 tons of bulk Jin Yu-Lai sulphur. When offloading the goods, it was found that part of the shipment had been seriously contaminated. The Beijing company applied to the Tianjin Maritime Court for preservation of maritime claims. The subsequent case considered several contentious issues, including whether the Beijing company's insurer was entitled to the right of subrogation.



Author: Jin Yu-Lai Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JXXLYB Philippines - contributed by Del Rosario & Del Rosario law Offices Extent of awards in illegal dismissal cases
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In a recent case the Supreme Court held that the calculation of wages for the Ruben T Del unexpired portion of an employment contract should also include the Rosario seafarer's corresponding monthly holiday pay and tonnage bonuses, which are guaranteed in the contract as part of the monthly salary. In calculating the award amount, the formula now appears to be the monthly salary multiplied by the unexpired portion of the contract.



Author: Ruben T Del Rosario Read more
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http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JXXLYS London International Shipping Week--An Appreciation Quite a week for all things maritime in London, with a week of some 55 events organised to allow the various parts of the "maritime cluster" to put their best feet forward. It was organised by some unusual suspects--Llewelleyn Banks-Hughes and Sean Molonoy--publisher and PR man respectably with vigour and imagination. They certainly did a good job with sponsors and event organisers, organising a large hat. Attendences were good and specialist, but not of gargantuan order. The large one day conference had a capacity of 370 and the ISF Conference had 200 at the British Library Conference Centre. But with all the events it was a very confederal affair with individual organisations like WISTA, lawyers Norton Rose Fulbright, HFW and Reed Smith, the ICS and many others organising their own shows and events for audiences in the low hundreds.
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It was certainly an event which was mindful that London is in competition with other centres in the world for the maritime dollar. The arrogance and complacency which has been a foible in maritime London's nature was not evident in the proceedings. And it was not a time to wonder why some of the leading lights of London yesteryear are no longer the world beaters they once were. But we wondered--if the programme of events had been in Singapore, Dubai, Singapore, Shanghai or Hong Kong, would the shortage of political and official footfall been quite as evident? The maritime industry as the ghosts of British life and society was evident in the lack of coverage of the event in the ordinary general press. London Fashion Week (coming soon) will glean many more columns. What also caught the eye amongst the sponsors of the week, which were many, was the presence of names which have no long institutional history but which clearly have ambitions. This churning seems on the whole to be a cause for optimism. http://www.londoninternationalshippingweek.com



London's New Port Chaplain As the shipping community gathered in London for the London International Shipping Week, seafarers’ charity Apostleship of the Sea stressed its view that crew welfare must remain a top priority for the industry. Newly-appointed port chaplain for Thames and Tilbury Wojciech Holub said the work of the organisation, which includes ship visits and practical support for seafarers, is more important than ever as shipping becomes more globalised and automated.
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“Sadly, some crew still have not got internet access on board their vessels and don’t have the time to get ashore because of the short port stay, so this is where we come in to provide practical help and advice.” “I bring along things such as telephone cards with me when I go onboard but often all that the crew are looking for is a friendly face and someone who has the time to listen to them.” “It can be hard work but I find it rewarding and it keeps me busy,” says Wojciech, who comes from Gdansk, Poland.
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The Apostleship of the Sea acted as a supporting charity of the London International Shipping Week. Its 14 chaplains work regionally to cover all major ports within the UK. It also provides cover for smaller ports when the need arises. Last year, the organisation visited 10,032 ships and assisted 203,640 seafarers in the UK. The Apostleship of the Sea undertakes the majority of ship welfare visiting in the UK and is also present in nearly 300 ports around the world. For more details visit: http:// www.apostleshipofthesea.org.uk



Enclosed Space Entry Seminar One of the most practical events of the London International Shipping Week was the day of education,awareness and training around enclosed space incidents held by The Nautical Institute’s London Branch. More than 100 people from all branches of the shipping and offshore industry attended the event at North West Kent College, held in conjunction with Mines Rescue Marine on 11 September 2013. There it was said that more people die or are injured in enclosed spaces than through any other related onboard work activity. The largest problem is with spaces which are not perceived as dangerous – anchor lockers and deck stores which may suffer from oxygen depletion, for example. The issue persists despite numerous guidelines, safety regimes, operational procedures manuals and assurance surveys. If this were to change, there are four major areas which need to be tackled: • Culture Safety culture needs to be implemented at all levels, starting from the top. Adopting a shipboard enclosed space management plan based on onboard audits is a good new initiative. Procedures for Permits to Work need to be addressed. • Design Shipboard design and operation should minimise the need to go into enclosed spaces in the first place; escape possibilities should be designed in. • Equipment
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In many cases, crews are expected to use equipment that is not fit for purpose, or that is complex to use. In particular, firefighting equipment is not suitable for evacuating casualties from enclosed spaces. • Training and drills Good, frequent training is needed. This is a human element issue; only by working with the human element can it be solved. After a morning of presentations outlining the scale and scope of the issues, the afternoon was devoted to finding practical solutions; starting with the possibilities for dynamic training that is more likely to be memorable and effective. Michael Lloyd and Adam Allan from Mines Rescue Marine outlined a system for the management of enclosed spaces that uses risk
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assessment to develop a ‘traffic light’ system making it clear what precautions are needed when entering any given space on a ship. Finally, a simulated rescue carried out by Mines Rescue Marine demonstrated the sheer difficulty of reaching and rescuing people who have become trapped in enclosed spaces – and the need for the right equipment to do so. Reports of enclosed spaces incidents are freely available in the database of the Institute’s Mariners’ Alerting and Reporting Scheme (MARS) at http://www.nautinst.org/en/forums/mars/search-allmars-reports.cfm Type enclosed spaces into the keyword box. [We recall this is a subject dear to the heart of Bob Couttie, the editor of the excellent Marine Accident Casebook website who must be regarded as the trailblazer, we suppose--ed] http://maritimeaccident.org/the-safespace-project/



Huge Cannabis Haul We are indebted to the excellent Lloyd's Loading List for this eye-catching report:The crew of a cargo ship carrying 20 tonnes of cannabis set fire to the vessel when intercepted in the Mediterranean by the French Navy. The 82 metre-long ’Luna-S,’ registered in Tanzania, was spotted by a French Customs aircraft in international waters in an area south-west of Sardinia and north- east of Algeria. It is thought to have left Morocco for Egypt or Libya and was transporting no other cargo apart from the cannabis. "To our our knowledge, this haul (of cannabis) is the biggest ever seized by the French state in the Mediterranean. It’s an exceptional take," a senior French Customs official said. The cannabis had an estimated street value of between €40 million and €50 million. 15



France’s biggest haul of cannabis dates back to 1999 when duty men uncovered 23.5 tonnes in the Channel port of Boulogne-sur-Mer. Pulling alongside the Luna-S, the French Navy, aided by Algerian counterparts, began the task of tackling the fire which took several hours to put out. Just under half of the cannabis was preserved from the flames. "It was an act of clearly prepared sabotage," the official said, adding that the crew did not put up any resistance when the Luna-S was boarded. The ship was towed by tug-boat to the French port of Toulon. The Luna-S’ eight-man crew, who told investigators they were of Syrian nationality. were taken into custody. They face charges of drug-trafficking and risk up to 10 years in prison. Quizzed on how the vessel had alerted suspicion, the Customs official said it had been sailing
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a little outside normal trade lanes and that intelligence services had also provided information. He added that the Luna-S "had disappeared from its normal routes for a number of weeks which made it suspect." It is the third cargo ship transporting a significant tonnage of cannabis to be intercepted in the western Mediterranean in the past six months, the others being the ’Adam’ in April and the ’Gold Star’ earlier this month, both of which were boarded by the Italian Coast Guard. Investigators are seeking to establish whether there is a link between the traffickers behind the Gold Star drug consignment and those of the Luna-S. http://www.lloydsloadinglist.com



The Devil’s Dictionary: O is for Open Registries In their latest newsletter, the firm of Moore Stephens feature the fifteenth in a series looking at classic and alternative definitions of shipping and accountancy terms. After a week of debates and seminars at London International Shipping Week, the term is well timed in the annals of the industry. Textbook definition Open registries enable a ship to be registered under the maritime law of a country which is not the home nation of the ship’s owner. The alternative definition
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Open registries used to be called flags of convenience, and still are by the ITF and the Daily Express. They have come a long way since the days when they were synonymous with oneman-and-a-dog operations in countries with ten or more vowels in their name, viz: the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Equatorial Guinea. The world’s first open registry was established just after the Punic Wars by Panama, which was previously only famous for the palindrome A MAN, A PLAN, A CANAL – PANAMA! There has been a proliferation of open registries since then, but opinion remains divided on their status. Their biggest critics are the trade unions and people who live in glass houses. Some open registries are among the best ship registers in the world; some are among the worst. All you need to start one of the worst is a nice flag and a brass plate. All you need to lump them all together is a brass neck. A coastline is optional. http://www.moorestephens.co.uk



People and Places Jonathan Lux has joined Stone Chambers. Jonathan spent over 30 years in practice as a solicitor & partner of Ince & Co LLP and is continuing his practice as an international
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commercial mediator and arbitrator from Stone Chambers as an Associate Member. In addition, he will also be accepting work as Counsel from November. Jonathan is a member of numerous panels of mediators and arbitrators around the world and, is in particular, a JAMS International panellist. JAMS is the world's leading ADR provider, handling around 12,000 cases a year in close to 40 countries. In 2011, JAMS launched JAMS International in London in association with a group of leading European ADR providers. Jonathan was invited to be one of 12 inaugural members of the UK panel. ---------Captain Sergey Maslenikov a Ukrainian Captain has been released from a Spanish jail after serving 4 years. Still proclaiming his innocence, Captain Sergey Maslenikov was released on the grounds of ill health and flew home on 5th September. Captain Maslenikov was jailed by a Spanish court in 2009 as it was alleged that his vessel was transporting illegal drugs. He had always proclaimed his innocence, saying he was set up. During his incarceration Captain Maslenikov was diagnosed with throat cancer and underwent surgery. 17



Seafarers’ charity, Apostleship of the Sea, organised a petition at its 2012 World Congress to call for an urgent review of the case and Captain Maslenkov’s release on humanitarian grounds. This petition was presented to the court. In July, the court finally approved his parole, which was delayed because he had to undergo a further throat cancer operation. Captain Maslenkov has had a long career at sea. In 2003, he left the port of Ilyichevsk, Ukraine, as Master of the salvage tug Zudar Sexto. In October 2003 his vessel was directed by the Capo Verde authorities to assist a distressed vessel. Soon after, the Captain and all the crew were arrested for alleged drug trafficking. They spent 8 months in a local prison before being extradited to Spain. In 2005 all the crew except the Captain left Spain, with the Master deciding to remain to prove their innocence. In 2009 a new investigation was opened with the Court finding the crew and Captain Maslennikov guilty, sentencing him to 9 years imprisonment and a fine of 69 million euros. The Captain appealed to the Supreme Court but his appeal was rejected. In 2004, whilst in prison, Captain Maslenkov was found to have welldeveloped throat cancer for which he underwent surgery. ---------Club managers Thomas Miller have announced Johann von Rantzau has been selected as this year's Robin Travis Scholar. The scholarship provides a three-month paid internship with Thomas Miller for executives employed in the shipping, transport or marine insurance sectors in Germany Johann works in the placing department of Doehle Assekuranzkontor, a marine insurance brokerage in Hamburg. He assists with renewal processes, deals with hull and machinery (H&M), equipment, loss of hire and war risk placings.. From 30th September 2013, Johann will be attached to Thomas Miller’s London head office where the businesses managed include the UK P&I Club, the TT Club and ITIC. He will enjoy a tailored programme of placements reflecting his particular business interests. Thomas Miller established the Robin Travis Scholarship programme in 1992 in memory of
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Robin Travis, a former Director of Thomas Miller who died suddenly in 1991. He had a long association with the German members of the transport clubs managed by Thomas Miller and with correspondents and brokers. The Robin Travis scholarship provides a three-month internship for an executive working in Germany, seeking career progression and greater understanding of the shipping, transport or insurance sector. The scholar gains both practical and theoretical knowledge from time in the Thomas Miller office and with businesses related to his regular work. A bursary of EUR 7,000 is provided.



The up-shot at shiparrested.com: * New members: We strongly welcome the new members that have joined the association: Eduardo Filipe Feireira in Angola, Mgaloblishvili Kipiani Dzidziguri in Georgia, Birch Windahl in Denmark, 3A Benin in Benin, Advocacia Rocha Baptista in Brazil, Mardemootoo Solicitors in Mauritius, Jihad EL Haddad in UAE and Bellabas in Algeria, * New Ship Arrest Procedure article Philippe Pruvot, Partner of 3A Benin, explains the main issues on ship arrests procedures in this jurisdiction. See at http://www.shiparrested.com/ship-arrest-in-republic-of-benin-byphilippe-pruvot-3a-benin.html or on the main menu under “Publications” where we offer articles on ship arrest in 65 countries to assist the maritime community and on the Application for smart phones. 18 * New Partnerships with Lloyds We are supporting one more year the Lloyds Academy Ship Arrest Course, held in London next December 5-6th. The Shiparrested.com members will get therefore a 20% off. You will find the information on the link hereunder. We also collaborate with the their Certificate in Ship Arrest that starts September 30th and is delivered over 12 weeks. Please also see also: http://www.shiparrested.com/docs/certificateinshiparrests.pdf http://www.shiparrested.com/docs/shiparrestseminarlloyds.pdf * Ship Arrests in Practice, 8th ed. We shall shortly start to update our practical guide on arrest procedures worldwide, The Ship Arrests in Practice 2013, now in its 8th edition. This publication is freely sent to the P&I Clubs and major insurers worldwide. Cyprus - contributed by Andreas Neocleous & Co LLC Department updates list of countries subject to tonnage tax surcharge
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Under Cyprus law, a surcharge is imposed on the tonnage tax payable in Vasileios respect of qualifying vessels registered in countries that appear in the grey list Psyrras or blacklist of the Paris Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control. The Department of Merchant Shipping recently issued its list of the flags included in the grey list or blacklist for the purposes of calculating tonnage tax for 2013.
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Author: Vasileios Psyrras Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JWUYND Germany - contributed by Dabelstein & Passehl New working time regulation for offshore personnel
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In the course of the reform on the law on seafarers, Germany also enacted the Jörg Noltin Offshore Working Time Regulation. The regulation applies to both Germanflagged and foreign-flagged offshore vessels. Although it is too early to predict how strictly the authorities will enforce the new legislation, shipowners and charterers of offshore vessels should not risk breaching contracts with their customers. Authors: Jörg Noltin, Marco G Remiorz Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JWUYP9 Netherlands - contributed by AKD Netherlands to accelerate ratification process for Rotterdam Rules
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Moves are under way to introduce a bill to accelerate ratification by the Els Netherlands of the Rotterdam Rules, after seven major industry organisations Verstraaten successfully applied pressure to revive the process. Universal application of the rules could facilitate international trade by making its underlying contracts and documentation more efficient and transparent. The Netherlands is attempting to act as a catalyst in this respect.



Author: Els Verstraaten Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JWUYQL Sweden - contributed by Skarp Stockholm Advokatbyrå Tonnage tax: Swedish shipping at crossroads
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Following years of pressure, the government has finally initiated an action Sören Thorlin plan in order to strengthen the Swedish shipping community's ability to compete in an international market. The government has decided to initiate an investigation to analyse the possibility of introducing a tonnage tax system in Sweden with the clear purpose of increasing the number of Swedish vessels flying the Swedish flag.
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Shipowners and ship masters have recently encountered serious perils while Oleksandr calling at Ukrainian ports – but not natural perils. Rather, some foreign ships Chebotarenko have faced significant challenges when dealing with the Ukrainian customs office. Two cases illustrate the importance of ensuring correct declaration of the ship's stores during customs clearance – and the consequences of failing to do so.



Author: Oleksandr Chebotarenko Read more http://www.internationallawoffice.com/?i=55592&l=7JWUYRU India - contributed by Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe Court considers claim for arrest of vessel in bareboat charter dispute
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The Bombay High Court recently considered whether a bareboat charterer Shardul J can be considered the de facto owner of a vessel that is arrested, but against Thacker which the plaintiff has no maritime claim under the 1999 Arrest Convention. The plaintiff made a maritime claim for arrest of the defendant's vessel following a charterparty dispute for unpaid charter hire concerning a separate vessel of which the defendant was a time charterer.



Author: Shardul J Thacker Read more
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